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The views expressed by the contributing entrepreneurs are their own. What does it take to run an online business? Do you need to be able to write a great business plan, design amazing graphics or craft effective copy? Related: 10 Skills Online Marketing Teams should have to
SuccessDepending on the exact nature of your business, there is a variety of skills that are good-to-have. But not all must-haves, and it's worth taking a look here. Because certain skills are absolutely essential to your success in the online space. If you want to run an online business, you
must master the following five must have skills.1. TechnicalOnline business is where your technical skills will be put to the test. Registering domains and buying a hosting plan is easy. Many hosts even allow you to install wordpress with a single click. But things can get pretty complicated
from there. What if you want to design a template for your site? What if your wordpress site gets hacked, and you need to get it back up and running as fast as possible? What if you need to install a script or fix a column in the MySQL database? What if you need to encode and develop a
proprietary web application? There are many technical aspects to running a website that vary in terms of complexity. You can assign and hire freelancers to do some of the work, but it's best to know how things work, in case you encounter any major issues or emergencies. Technical skills
are particularly important with e-commerce and SaaS businesses, which are usually more involved than production, affiliate and advertising companies.2. SEOFor most websites, organic search is the number one source of traffic. Unless you do your keyword research by creating optimized
content and constantly tweaking your website to improve its SEO, your business is not going to remain competitive in the online space. Keyword research is really just a starting point. You will want to familiarize yourself with page top and site authority, responsive design, backlink building,
clean code, loading times and much more. But your main focus area should rank your content in search, since there are many technical aspects to the ever-changing world of SEO, and keeping up with all this is a full-time job in it and on its own. There's no way you can get over all this
when you run a business. Again, strategically hiring freelancers or organizations may be a better way to keep your website optimized in the long run. Nevertheless, the knowledge you gain will not go to waste, as you will also be able to verify the quality of outsourcing work you will have to
choose to pay for seo services.3. Content creationAbility to create content with quality, added value and search engine optimization is the key to running a successful online business in today's online environment. Content drives traffic, creates trust and new leads and customers in your
business. This often means writing articles and blog posts, which can be a time-consuming process. Audio podcasts and videos are also quite effective, but can be even more intensive in terms of the time, money and effort required. With that in mind, don't underestimate the value of
content, as it's likely to be the main driver of traffic in your area. You'll want to create and manage an editorial calendar, stay on a publishing schedule, and create valuable content that answers your target audience's questions. Content builds credibility with visitors coming to your site, and
consumers are more likely to trust businesses that provide valuable content. Don't forget to put in place strategies to get visitors to your email list. Related: The 5 skills you need to become a successful Writer Content4. Expertise in a given positionAyg you know in the specific location you
plan to do business in? If not, you may want to rethink your theme choice. To build trust with your audience, you need to be able to prove that you are knowledgeable and experienced in your industry. This does not mean that you should know all the ins and outs of your position as many
entrepreneurs begin their journey with just enough understanding of their subject. But if they have grown rapidly in place, it's because they invested in their development and became its voracious students. In addition, if you're passionate about a project, you're more likely to stick with it all
the way. Businesses require perseverance, and you're less likely to stay with the grind if it's a project you don't care about. Expertise in a given position will help you build power in your space.5. Paid advertising While content can drive a lot of organic traffic, paid traffic is also too valuable.
Most ad platforms have extensive targeting and filtering options that let you better reach your target customer. They also enable you to check the effectiveness of landing pages and product or service offers. But it's important to keep in mind that advertising isn't necessarily a set-and-forget
solution. Creating effective ads and improving targeting can be a challenge unless you have previous experience. Conversion optimization becomes even more important when you spend money to bring people to your site. There's a lot you can tell from the test the error with advertising, but
inevitably you will end up wasting some money in the process. If you're not sure about your paid advertising know-how or don't have a big budget, you'll either want to take the time to learn or hire a specialist who can help you create effective campaigns. Final thoughtsI'm not going to run an
online business, you're going to have to wear a lot of different hats. No matter what business business to enter a business that hasn't and will be the same for a long time, it will be inevitable. The key is to focus on the high-level tasks that will help you grow your business. You can start to
systematize and outsource tasks as you increase revenue and get to where you can hire. Some tasks can also be outsaned to freelancers. Related: 8 Tech Skills Entrepreneurs Should Have to SuccessBut, this list helps you know what skills you will need to run an online business, so now
you can study and cultivate the knowledge needed to be successful online. This is a game of speed and luck, like a hot potato, the clover gets passed around until the song and animation end. This game is more fun when combined with a short task to complete before the clover passes. I'm
not a tech savvy person, but this is an easy task to create. I used Makecode for the Circuit Playground Express program with the game, then attached the CPE disc to the clover. The USB port on the disk can still be accessed, in case you want to reschedule the game at any time.- A
computer to access the free website, Makecode.- A Playground Express Circuit with USB cable.- 3 AAA batteries and battery holder- 2 sheets of green felt- Pillow stuffing- Green embroidery thread and needle.- 3 Buttons- A small rubber band- Scissors OpenCode on in the Playground
Circuit Express icon and start a new project. You'll see the code options on the left, you'll start creating the code as follows... 1. Open Input drag the ON block to your workspace.2. All other blocks will nest within the ON. 3 block. Delay SET is a variable that you will create in variable blocks.
Delay is the feature that controls random countdown.4. Inside the delay block you will join the math block. I used #'s 0, 3000 milliseconds.5. The block While it is what plays during the game; Ours has animation and sound. 6. The last three blocks outside the block While it is the movement
and sound that occur when the game is over and time is over. 7. Save and download the code file. Connect the CPE to the USB cable. Open the download folder and drag the code file to the icon (usually a disk or export symbol on the left side of the menu) for CPE.8. Become! Try the game
by clicking reset to CPE. Press the A button to run the game. Now run the game using the battery pack. I spotted a clover shape on the felt and cut two clovers. I cut a slit in the back of the clover to allow the battery to be removable. The opening can be closed using a rubber band. The
black button is an anchor inside the clover, the green buttons are on the outside. Sew the edges of the clover and things with some pillow stuffing. Cut a small hole under the CPE, to allow the cable from the battery can come through the front of the clover. Sew the CPE into the clover. The
battery can be is inserted into the clover and attached to the CPE. I used a fragment of felt to cover the opening of the battery (below the closing of the button). Yay! You've completed the project. Now gather some friends to play Luck's Running Out! This game is made of three felt dynamite
sticks and a felt strap. It's the bomb. John Giustina/The Bank Image/Getty Images For their size, giant pandas are fast enough, averaging 20 miles per hour at top speed. When walking, pandas usually lumber along at speeds of 1.2 to 1.8 miles per hour and travel less than 0.62 miles per
day, usually only moving around while foraging. The giant panda can weigh anywhere from 242 pounds to 551 pounds, which makes it quite the feat that it can actually move as fast as it does. Healthy adults do not have natural predators, so they have little need to run. Sick, injured or small
pandas can be hunted by leopards and some birds of prey, however. However.
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